- The artist who represents Turkey in the Venice Biennial in front of an installation in the
MUAC.

Erek exhibits sound work
Lourdes Zambrano
A Long Distance Relation opens and includes new pieces
Cevdet Erek transports everything to sound. He speaks of a coup* and turns the ruler around
where he marked the different coups in his country; the state of Turkey, that occurred in the
20th century, hitting the table for every year, as if it were a rhythmical pattern.
The artist presents A Long Distance Relation that opens today in the space for Sound
Experimentation at MUAC. The title, as the interviewed artist explains, refers to his working
abroad very often, always at a long distance so to say.
Erek (1974) unfolds tree works, two new ones and one that he has been reconceiving since
2011 when he presented it for the ﬁrst time at the Istanbul Biennale.
He says he doesn't want to talk about the politics in his country in order to forget for a
moment about this topic. He couldn't concretize this project at the MUAC until now, partly
because he felt he needed to stay with his friends and family. The last thing he says is: 'We
live in a state of emergency'.
Rulers and Rhythms is an installation made out of transparent rules, that instead of
centimeters or inches, show another type of measurement: the years of the Istanbul Biennial,
the patterns of summer and winter, musical measurements or an historical metrical of the
Turkish revolts.
Another work, Close Far Close, is composed out of two drums that are normally used at the
football club tribunes in their stadiums. 'We use these drums during festivities. They belong
to the football culture, but then we are playing a different rhythm. We are going to play them
(during the opening of the exhibition), opposite from each other and then we will move away
from each other until we can only hear the sound of the drum that one is carrying', he
explains. Erek will play these new rhythms live at the MUAC and also the ones that belong to
the new work 'Taken Measurements', he will perform together with the percussionist Iván
Manzanilla. The latter performance came to his mind after having studied the physical
conditions of the space, which is ideal for making sound pieces. He will use the wooden
panels covering the walls of the space that serve to transmit the music by means of the
conceived patterns. The sound that will be hearable could be described as a soft cha cha
cha. 'It is not for the specialized musical experts, it is for another type of public,' the artist
explains.
Currently, Erek represents Turkey at the current Venice Biennial with his sound installation
ÇIN. His exhibition at MUAC will stay open until the 21st of January.

* the spanish word for coup (golpe) also has the meaning of knock/hit
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